Extensions to quantitative trait locus mapping in experimental organisms.
Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping studies involving inbred model organisms have become important and often-used investigative tools in contemporary genetics research. As a result, a number of statistical methods and study designs have been developed that have made it relatively easy for researchers to determine the rough locations of a number of QTLs that influence traits of all types, including a great many of relevance to hypertension and blood pressure regulation. However, as a whole, these methods and designs are limited in that they are not flexible enough to accommodate many of the complexities associated with quantitative trait expression. In this review, we describe a number of extensions to QTL mapping designs that should make QTL mapping experiments more insightful and compelling. These extensions include multiple QTL modeling with an emphasis on epistatic locus interaction and additive locus effects, the use of multiple phenotypic end points, the design of pharmacogenetic studies, the use of whole-genome parameters in quantitative trait investigations, and issues in mapping QTLs that influence traits that exhibit developmental trends. We use studies investigating the genetic basis of blood pressure regulation to exemplify relevant issues.